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Neutrino capture and r -process nucleosynthesis

Bradley S. Meyer
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 29634-1911

Gail C. McLaughlin
University of Washington, Institute for Nuclear Theory, Box 351550, Seattle, Washington 98195-1550

George M. Fuller
Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093-0319

~Received 28 April 1998!

We explore neutrino capture duringr -process nucleosynthesis in neutrino-driven ejecta from nascent neu-
tron stars. We focus on the interplay between charged-current weak interactions and element synthesis, and we
delineate the important role of equilibrium nuclear dynamics. During the period of coexistence of free nucleons
and light and/or heavy nuclei, electron neutrino capture inhibits ther -process. At all stages, capture on free
neutrons has a larger impact than capture on nuclei. However, neutrino capture on heavy nuclei by itself, if it
is very strong, is also detrimental to ther -process until large nuclear equilibrium clusters break down and the
classical neutron-capture phase of ther -process begins. The sensitivity of ther -process to neutrino irradiation
means that neutrino-capture effects can strongly constrain ther -process site, neutrino physics, or both. These
results apply also tor -process scenarios other than the neutrino-heated winds.@S0556-2813~98!05012-2#

PACS number~s!: 26.30.1k, 26.45.1h, 13.15.1g, 14.60.Lm
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has long been known that ther -process of nucleosyn
thesis is responsible for roughly half the solar system’s s
ply of heavy nuclei@1,2#. Nevertheless, the astrophysical s
or sites of ther -process remain a great mystery. The hi
neutron densities and rapid time scales associated with
r -process suggest core-collapse~type II or type Ib! superno-
vae as the most likely setting, but the exact environm
within supernovae is unclear. The most plausible envir
ment yet proposed is the neutrino-heated ejecta from the
scent neutron star@3–7#. Neutrinos from the Kelvin-
Helmholz-cooling neutron star heat matter strongly. Giv
sufficient heating, this material can escape the deep gra
tional well and travel into interstellar space along with t
rest of the stellar ejecta. Necessarily, this neutrino hea
drives the entropy per nucleon to a large value~;100k,
where k is Boltzmann’s constant!. Crucially for the
r -process, the emerging electron antineutrinos come f
deeper in the neutron star than the electron neutrinos.
results from the larger opacity of the latter in the interior
the neutron star. As the neutrinos and antineutrinos cap
on free neutrons and protons in the heated ejecta, the h
antineutrinos drive the matter neutron rich@8#. The high en-
tropies, fast expansion, and neutron richness of the ej
may provide the right conditions for makingr -process nu-
clei. However, present supernova models with standard n
trino physics do not attain the extreme conditions neede
make the heaviestr -process isotopes. The necessary con
tions conceivably could be realized by invoking general re
tivistic effects, though these models are finely tuned at b
@9,10#. As we will argue, however, even if these necess
conditions could be attained, they are notsufficientto guar-
antee a viabler -process.

While neutrino interactions with nuclei are generally n
PRC 580556-2813/98/58~6!/3696~15!/$15.00
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an important effect in stellar nucleosynthesis~apart from nor-
mal beta decay and electron capture!, neutrinos so com-
pletely dominate the environment just outside a newly b
neutron star that their effects must be included in nucleos
thesis calculations done in the context of neutrino-driv
ejecta. Initially, the electron fraction above the surface of
neutron star is set primarily by electron neutrino and elect
antineutrino capture on free nucleons. Other neutrino cap
effects occur, however, and have been studied. Meyeret al.
@4# included neutral-current spallation of neutrons from n
clei in one of their models. They found some smoothing
the resultingr -process distribution, but the overall effect o
the r -process yields was small. This was also studied
Qian et al. @11#. Meyer @12# then showed that spallation o
abundant4He in wind trajectories studied by Woosleyet al.
@7# had a large, detrimental effect on ther -process. Fuller
and Meyer@13# and McLaughlin, Fuller, and Wilson@14#
studied charge-current interactions on free nucleons and
clei during expansions of neutrino-heated ejecta. The
finding in those works was the strong ‘‘alpha effect’’ i
which the electron fraction grows rapidly as4He nuclei as-
semble in the presence of a large neutrino flux. We ve
this effect in Sec. V, and show that of all neutrino effects
has the largest impact on ther -process yields.

Neutrino capture on heavy nuclei in competition wi
nuclear beta decay provided limits on supernova dynam
from ther -process, although significant capture on the m
numberA5130 peak was not necessarily excluded@13,15#.
However, establishing steady weak flow~the analogue of
steady beta flow! would require a long timescale (.1 s) and
therefore many neutrino captures@15#. Following on these
studies and work by Nadyozhin and Panov@16#, Qian et al.
@11# proposed that neutrino capture was needed to accele
ther -process. The basic idea is that neutrino capture acts
beta decay in moving nuclei to higher charge. Faster mo
3696 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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PRC 58 3697NEUTRINO CAPTURE ANDr -PROCESS NUCLEOSYNTHESIS
ment upward in charge is a fasterr -process. This scenari
would also require many neutrino captures.

We show in this paper that if neutrino capture on nucle
significant compared to nuclear beta decay, then other eff
will destroy the possibility of anyr -processing at all. The
basic reason for this is simple: neutrino capture on a f
neutron is much faster than on a neutron bound insid
nucleus because the former has many more final states a
able. For example, the neutrino capture cross section of b
body neutrinos with temperatureTne

53.5 MeV on a free

neutron is about 1.6310241 cm2. The cross section for the
same neutrinos on a neutron bound inside130Cd, a typical
r -process nuclide, is about 8.6310243 cm2. During the
r -process, the abundance of neutrons inside and outside
clei are comparable; thus, capture of a neutrino by a he
nucleus will be accompanied by (;5 – 10) captures on free
neutrons. This strongly depletes the supply of free neutr
and limits ther -process. This process is similar to the alp
effect and is examined in Sec. V. Furthermore, as we sho
Sec. VI, each neutrino capture on a free neutron lead
assembly of new heavy nuclei, further depleting the sup
of free neutrons per seed nucleus.

In addition to these considerations, we show in Sec.
that neutrino capture on heavy nucleialone, if it is very
strong, does not accelerate ther -process but rather strongl
limits it. This surprising result comes about because of
quasiequilibrium nuclear dynamics in the early part of t
matter expansion. We describe these nuclear dynamic
Sec. IV. A proper understanding of these effects is import
for any who seek to use ther -process to constrain supernov
neutrinos.

The strong sensitivity of ther -process to neutrino irradia
tion presents a great challenge. In particular, the effects
explore here constrain either ther -process site or neutrino
physics. We present some remarks on the implications of
work in Sec. VIII. Preliminary results were presented in@17#.

II. NEUTRINO-CAPTURE CROSS SECTIONS

Electron neutrino and antineutrino capture on free n
trons (n) and protons (p),

ne1n→p1e2; ~1!

n̄e1p→n1e1 ~2!

play an important role in anr -process environment with
large neutrino flux. In a supernova, antineutrinos have
higher average energy and a higher luminosity than neu
nos, causing the material in the neutrino-driven wind to
neutron rich. In the following sections we discuss additio
effects which arise from the process in Eq.~1!. We also
consider effects stemming from electron neutrino and
tineutrino capture on heavy nuclei,

ne1~Z,A!→~Z11,A!1e2; ~3!

n̄e1~Z,A!→~Z-1,A!1e1, ~4!

where Z is the nuclear charge andA the nuclear mass o
species (Z,A). Since the material undergoing synthesis
neutron rich, in general Eq.~3! has a larger impact than Eq
s
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~4!. In this section we describe our calculations of the cro
sections for these neutrino processes. We also discuss
estimates of neutrino-induced neutron emission proces
which have been included in the network calculations.
calculating all capture rates, we assume that the distribu
of neutrinos coming from the proto-neutron star is Ferm
Dirac with zero chemical potential. Though the actual ne
trino and antineutrino distribution functions will deviat
somewhat from our assumed spectral form, this will n
change our qualitative conclusions.

For typical neutrino energies in the supernova, the nuc
channels most important for electron neutrino and
tineutrino capture are the allowed Fermi and Gamow-Te
transitions. The corresponding operators are

uMFu25U^c f uCV(
i 51

A

t~ i !uc i&U2

, ~5!

uMGTu25U^c f uCA(
i 51

A

s~ i !t~ i !uc i&U2

, ~6!

where the sums run over each of theA nucleons in the
nucleus. The Gamow-Teller strength obeys the Ikeda s
rule, Sb22Sb153uN2Zu. For neutron-rich nuclei,Sb2 is
the Gamow-Teller strength in the neutrino-capture directi
while Sb1 corresponds to the antineutrino capture directio
For very neutron-rich nuclei, the antineutrino capture dire
tion is Pauli blocked,Sb150, so the corresponding transitio
rate is zero. In these cases, the rate of antineutrino captu
negligible in comparison with neutrino capture since there
no Fermi resonance in theb1 direction.

In order to fully determine the effect of neutrino intera
tions during ther -process we need rates, cross sections
particle emission probabilities for a wide range of nucl
Although it would be desirable to use shell model and co
tinuum random phase approximation~CRPA! calculations
for each nucleus, this is clearly impossible at present. Th
fore, we adopt a simpler, more feasible approach using
single particle shell model. Where possible, we have verifi
that our results agree within reasonable errors with more
tailed calculations.

The matrix elements and capture rates are calculate
described in@13,18#, with some improvements. Most of th
Fermi strength and Gamow-Teller strength is often collec
in resonances. The Fermi resonance is narrowly collecte
a single state, while the Gamow-Teller resonance has a w
distribution. We have modified our calculation to account
this width. This alteration has a relatively small impact
the overall transition rates~see@18#!, but can have a slightly
larger impact on particle spallation, which is described b
low. Another modification is the inclusion of a full integra
tion of the Coulomb wave correction factor in the pha
space integral. Our network has also been extended to
clude proton-rich nuclei, although in a robustr -process, rela-
tively few of these appear. In a few cases where compari
is possible, our results are in reasonable agreement with
culations done using CRPA@11#.

In addition we have included neutrino-induced neutr
emission processes. For the very neutron rich nuclei typ
of the r -process, several neutrons will be emitted af
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3698 PRC 58MEYER, McLAUGHLIN, AND FULLER
neutrino-induced excitations to the Gamow-Teller and Fe
resonances. We calculate the number of neutrons emitte
comparing the neutron separation energy plus kinetic ene
of each emitted neutron to the excitation energy of
nucleus. An estimate of the kinetic energy of an emit
neutron is

^E&'
*0

E* 2Sne2r~E* 2Sn2e!de

*0
E* 2Sner~E* 2Sn2e!de

, ~7!

where the level density isr(e)}exp@2(ae)1/2# in the Fermi
gas model. Here,E* is the excitation energy of the nucleu
Sn is the neutron separation energy, anda is the Fermi gas
constant. For multiple neutron emission, we examine the
cited state and neutron separation energy of each succe
daughter nucleus when calculating the average kinetic
ergy carried away by the neutrons. We adopt this appro
over a wide range of nuclei. We have compared our result
the neutrino-induced neutron emission probabilities cal
lated with the statistical model@11# and found them to be in
reasonable agreement.

III. DETAILS OF THE FLUID DYNAMICS
AND NETWORK CALCULATIONS

Our primary interest is to study the neutrino-capture
fects in neutrino-heated ejecta from nascent neutron s
The relevant fluid trajectories are then neutrino-driv
winds. Such winds have been studied in several papers~e.g.,
@6,7,10,19#!. A simple estimate of the wind parameters c
be obtained by assuming a constant entropy and radia
dominated outflow where the enthalpy per baryon is equa
to the gravitational potential per baryon. With these assum
tions and the additional assumption that the mass outfl
rate (Ṁ54pr 2rv) is constant with time, then it can b
shown that the ejected matter expands homologously s
that the radial outward velocityv is

v}r , ~8!

wherer is the radial coordinate. Solution of Eq.~8! yields

r 5r 0 exp~ t/t!, ~9!

wherer 0 is the initial radius andt is the constant expansio
time scale

t5r /v. ~10!

With the above assumption of constant entropy and an
sumed}1/r scaling for the enthalpy per baryon, the dens
r scales as

r}r 23. ~11!

This follows because an equation of state completely do
nated by relativistic particles has an entropy per baryon,

S'
2p2

45

1

NA
gs

T3

r
, ~12!
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where gs is the effective relativistic particle statistica
weight. In our numerical calculations, we include not on
the relativistic photons in our equation of state but also
partially ~in general! relativistic e12e2 pairs and the non-
relativistic nuclear species where appropriate. Including n
relativistic degrees of freedom in a reckoning of the entro
results in a somewhat different behavior forT than that given
in Eq. ~12! ~see below!.

We performed our calculations with the Clemson nucle
synthesis code@12,20,21#. This is a fully implicit, single-
network code that includes over 3000 nuclear species ra
ing from neutrons and protons to actinide nuclei. T
reaction network used for the present calculation includ
isotopes for each element from the proton-drip to t
neutron-drip lines. We used neutrino-capture rates compu
as in Sec. II. The neutrinos were taken to have Fermi-Di
energy spectra with zero chemical potential and with te
peratureskTne

53.5 MeV andkTn̄e
54.0 MeV. Because we

are not studying neutral-current effects in this paper, we
nored them andt neutrinos. The luminosity in electron neu
trinos was taken to be 1051 ergs/s while that of the electro
antineutrinos was taken to be 431051 ergs/s. The large dis
crepancy in the electron neutrino and anti-neutrino lumino
ties was necessary to provide ejecta that were neutron
enough to guarantee thenecessaryconditions forr -process
nucleosynthesis to occur.

All of our calculations were performed at constant e
tropy. In the true expansion out-of-equilibrium nuclear rea
tions during the expansion generate entropy. Neverthel
for sufficiently high entropy~greater than;50k per nucleon!
the generated entropy has little effect on the nuclear ab
dances@22#. Our technique was the following. We bega
with r 055.6 km, an entropy of 110k per nucleon, a density
of 23108 g/cm3, and an expansion timescalet50.3 s. This
corresponded to an initial temperature ofT95T/109K'40.
The temperature and density track at this early stage has
effect on the resulting nucleosynthesis. We only extend
beginning of the calculation to such high temperatures
ensure that atT9510 our nuclear reaction calculations beg
with an electron fraction that accurately represents a ste
state between neutrino and antineutrino capture rates, w
small contribution from electron and positron capture.
each time stept1Dt, we updated the radiusr (t1Dt) @Eq.
~9!# and densityr(t1Dt) @Eq. ~11!#. We then estimated the
new temperatureT(t1Dt) and updated the abundancesY(t
1Dt) with the nuclear network. We next computed the e
tropy by inverting the relevant integral equations for t
electron fraction and the entropy@22# and compared the new
entropy att1Dt with the old entropy att. If the entropies at
t and t1Dt did not agree, we tried a new temperature a
repeated the procedure. Once we foundT(t1Dt) such that
the entropies agreed, we moved on to the next time step

Figure 1 shows the trajectory for our reference calculat
in which neutrinos were ‘‘turned off’’ after the matter ha
cooled below T9510. The solid line gives the actua
temperature-time or temperature-radius relation while
dashed line gives the result for a purelyr}T3 case. The
actual network calculation does not follow the simpleT
}1/r expected ifr}T3. Rather, there is heating of the matt
due toe12e2 annihilations fromT9'820.8, that is, from
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about 0.5–1.2 seconds in the expansion. This is preci
analogous to the electron-positron annihilation that occur
in the early universe. This is also evident in Fig. 2, whi
shows the entropies in the leptons, photons, and nuclear
cies during the expansion. The leptons transfer their entr
into the photons rather dramatically, especially aroundT9
5322, as the pairs annihilate. The decline in entropy
nucleons results from nuclear reactions that lock free nu
ons into nuclei, thereby reducing the number of degrees
freedom per nucleon. The gradual drop in the entropy
nuclear species fromT952 down to T9,0.2 signals the
classicalr -process phase in which free neutrons are be
incorporated into heavy nuclei. The calculation proceed
until the abundanceYn of free neutrons per baryon droppe
to below 10220.

With our chosen conditions, final reaction freezeout o
curred atT9'0.5, a radiusr'1000 km, and a density o
about 35 g/cc. A faster expansion could lead to freezeou
an even greater radius and smaller density. A very fast
pansion potentially poses problems for ther -process. As dis-
cussed above, wind matter may expand homologously s

FIG. 1. The temperature-time or temperature-radius trajec
for the reference expansion~model 0!, shown as the solid line. The
dashed curve gives the trajectory for matter completely domina
by relativistic particles, for whichr}T3 andT}1/r . The reheating
in the reference expansion results from the annihilation of elect
positron pairs, just as in the early universe.

FIG. 2. The entropy per nucleon in units of Boltzmann’s co
stant k in nuclear species~solid curve!, photons ~short-dashed
curve!, and leptons~long-dashed curve! during the reference expan
sion. The entropy is a constant throughout the expansion, so
constituent entropies always sum to 110k per nucleon. The pair
annihilation betweenT9'3 andT9'1 shifts entropy from the lep-
tons to the photons. The entropy in nuclear species declines as
nucleons lock up into heavier species. This decreases the numb
degrees of freedom per nucleon.
ly
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ch

that the outflow velocity is proportional to the radial distan
from the neutron star. In such a case, the density of a w
element falls exponentially with the time. This means t
density could be declining so rapidly that ther -process
would freeze out before all the neutrons could be incor
rated into nuclei. The perceived need to circumvent t
freezeout problem by accelerating ther -process with neu-
trino capture motivated some of the previous studies of n
trino capture during ther -process.

The next sections will show that rapid neutrino captu
certainly would solve this potential problem, but at the rath
drastic cost of eliminating the possibility of ther -process in
the first place. On the other hand, for ther -process to suc-
cessfully occur in neutrino-heated ejecta, matter must tra
out sufficiently rapidly to escape the harmful effects of t
neutrinos. This would appear to call for a very rapid expa
sion with the attendant difficulty of freeze-out before su
cessful incorporation of neutrons into nuclei. The solution
this dilemma is likely to be that neutrino-driven winds ca
not continue to accelerate so rapidly that the nuclear re
tions would freeze out before ther -process finished. Neutron
capture can occur rapidly even in relatively cold matter do
to densities of order 1–10 g/cc, and it is unlikely that neutr
star matter would be able to expand homologously from n
tron star densities down to this low value. At some distan
the acceleration provided by the neutrinos declines and
matter from then on would travel out with a more or le
constant velocity. In this case the density declines only as
inverse square of the time for constant mass loss. Thi
much slower and would allow ther -process to occur.

IV. THE r -PROCESS

Before presenting the details of the nucleosynthesis
culations, it is useful to review the basics of ther -process. A
proper understanding helps clarify neutrino effects.

The nuclear dynamics of matter expanding from high d
sity and temperature is probably best viewed as a desce
the hierarchy of statistical equilibria@21#. Each equilibrium
is an entropy maximum subject to some number of c
straints on the nuclear populations. The top of the hierar
is the equilibrium with the fewest constraints. As the mat
expands and cools, some nuclear reaction becomes too
to maintain that equilibrium. This imposes a new constra
on the equilibrium. With further expansion, other reactio
become too slow, and new constraints appear. Reac
freeze-out occurs when there are the maximum poss
number of constraints on the nuclear populations. It is use
to note that the greater the number of constraints, the gre
the order. Order emerges in such systems as the numb
states available to the system increasingly falls short of
maximum possible.

In ther -process, matter can begin at sufficiently high te
perature and density that the nuclei are in weak statist
equilibrium ~WSE!. Here all strong, electromagnetic, an
weak interactions among nuclei proceed sufficiently rapi
that the only constraints on the equilibrium are that cha
neutrality holds and that the baryon and lepton numbers
fixed, as is the energy if the matter comprises an isola
system. To find the particle abundances in this equilibrium
is only necessary to specify the temperatureT and densityr.
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3700 PRC 58MEYER, McLAUGHLIN, AND FULLER
An entropy maximization via Lagrange multipliers yield
beta equilibrium

mp1me25mn1mne
, ~13!

where the differentm’s are~total energy! chemical potentials
for protons, electrons, neutrons, and electron-type neutri
respectively. This equation indicates equilibrium in the int
conversion of neutrons and protons by the weak interact
induced by electrons and/or positrons and electron neutr
and/or electron antineutrinos. Another result is

me152me2, ~14!

which indicates, for example, electromagnetic equilibriu
between electrons and positrons. Finally, the chemical po
tial for nuclear species (Z,A) with charge numberZ and
mass numberA satisfies

m~Z,A!5Zmp1Nmn , ~15!

whereN5A2Z is the neutron number for that species. T
ideal Boltzmann gas expression for the chemical potentia
the nuclear species is

m~Z,A!5m~Z,A!c21kT lnS Y~Z,A!

YQ~Z,A! D , ~16!

where m(Z,A) is the mass of nuclear species (Z,A), k is
Boltzmann’s constant,T is the temperature,Y(Z,A) is the
abundance per nucleon of (Z,A), andYQ(Z,A) is the quan-
tum abundance of nucleus (Z,A) per nucleon.YQ(Z,A) is
given by

YQ~Z,A!5S m~Z,A!kT

2p\2 D 3/2G~Z,A!

rNA
, ~17!

whereG(Z,A) is the nuclear partition function of (Z,A) and
NA is Avogadro’s number. It is useful to note that the qua
tum concentrationnQ(Z,A)5rNAYQ(Z,A) is the number
density associated with one nucleus (Z,A) in a cube of side
roughly equal to the thermal average de Broglie wavelen
of that nucleus. The resulting nuclear abundances
nucleon are then~see@1#!

Y~Z,A!5YQ~Z,A!S Yp

YQp
D ZS Yn

YQn
D N

exp„B~Z,A!/kT…,

~18!

where the nuclear binding energyB(Z,A) of species (Z,A)
is

B~Z,A!5Zmpc21Nmnc22m~Z,A!c2. ~19!

The first reactions to become too slow to maintain f
equilibrium during the expansion are usually the weak int
actions. First the electron and positron capture reactions d
out of equilibrium. Since the electron neutrino and a
tineutrino capture reactions drop out later, the electron fr
tion is essentially determined by the neutrino reactions. A
the weak reactions become slow, the electron-to-nucl
fraction Ye is not its WSE value and must now be specifie
Ye is given from charge neutrality by
s,
-
s

os

n-

f

-

th
er

l
-
op
-
c-
r
n

.

Ye5(
Z,A

ZY~Z,A!, ~20!

where the sum runs over all nuclear species including f
nucleons. All other reactions proceed rapidly to mainta
equilibrium. This new equilibrium, nuclear statistical equ
librium ~NSE!, is an entropy maximum just like WSE, bu
now has the extra constraint onYe . The NSE abundances ar
given by Eq.~18!, but these must now satisfy Eq.~20! in
place of Eq.~13!. The extra constraint on NSE locates
lower in the hierarchy of statistical equilibria than WSE. It
important to understand that the constraint onYe does not
mean it is fixed in time, rather that it changes more slow
than needed to maintain WSE. All other reactions are occ
ring rapidly.

The next reactions during the expansion to become
slow are usually the three-body reactions that assemble a
particles into heavier nuclei. In the neutron-rich matter
quired for ther -process, these reactions are triple-a (a1a
1a→12C) and the9Be sequence@a1a1n→9Be followed
by 9Be(a,n)12C#. Among strong and electromagnetic rea
tions, these can be the slowest because they require t
instead of the usual two particles to collide. The slowness
these reactions keeps the system from maintainingYh , the
abundance of heavy nuclei~i.e. those nuclei withA>12!, at
the full equilibrium value. The definition ofYh is

Yh5 (
Z,A>12

Y~Z,A!, ~21!

and the slowness of the three-body reactions now constr
Yh to a specified value. Nevertheless, all other strong
electromagnetic reactions proceed rapidly. The result
equilibrium is called quasiequilibrium~QSE! @23#. In it,
heavy nuclei are all in equilibrium with each other under t
exchange of light particles (n,p,a), although the number o
heavy nuclei differs from that in NSE. The abundances
QSE are given by@21#

YQSE~Z,A!5emh /kTRp
ZRn

NYNSE~Z,A!, ~22!

wheremh is the chemical potential of heavy nuclei~the en-
ergy required to add a new heavy nucleus at constant
tropy!, Rp5Yp /Yp

NSE and Rn5Yn /Yn
NSE are the overabun-

dances of neutrons and protons compared to NSE,
YNSE(Z,A) is the NSE abundance of (Z,A) at the sameT, r,
and Ye as the QSE. The QSE abundances must sat
baryon number conservation and Eqs.~20! and ~21!, which
give three equations to solve for the three unknownsmh ,
Rp , andRn . It is possible to use Eq.~20! in solving for the
QSE or NSE solutions at a given instant of time even thou
the ~out-of-equilibrium! Ye is changing, as long as it is
changing on a timescale slow compared to that for the re
tions in equilibrium. The same is true for Eq.~21! and a
slowly changingYh in QSE.

A clear picture of the QSE aspect of the expansion
r -process matter is important for understanding the effect
neutrino capture. One might suppose that neutrino captur
neutron-rich nuclear species simply increases the ave
nuclear charge. In a QSE, however, the nuclei are all in
locked in a large competitive equilibrium, and the abu
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dances are set by a Darwinian struggle among the spe
The ‘‘fittest’’ species tend to win~i.e. have large abun
dances!, and these are nuclei with strong nuclear bindin
Neutrino capture increasesYe . An increase ofYe leads to
more proton-rich nuclei in QSE. Protons would be le
bound in such nuclei, so it is possible that the QSE co
adjust itself by disintegrating some protons from nuc
which would thereby lower the average nuclear charge.
only after the QSE breaks down that neutrino capture wo
unambiguously increase the average nuclear charge. W
lustrate these effects in Sec. VII.

The large QSE among all heavy nuclei breaks down w
certain reactions among the heavy species become too
to maintain the equilibrium. At this point the nuclear syste
breaks up into smaller QSE clusters. The nuclei within th
clusters are in equilibrium under exchange of light particl
but the clusters are not in equilibrium with each other. N
the number of nuclei in each cluster is slowly changing a
must be specified. The abundances of species in clusterj are
then

Y~ j !~Z,A!5emh
~ j !/kTRp

ZRn
NYNSE~Z,A!, ~23!

wheremh
( j ) is the energy required to add a nucleus into cl

ter j at constant entropy.
As more of the nuclear reactions become slow due to

cooling, more QSE clusters appear. For neutron-rich ma
the QSE clusters tend to break up into isotopic chains o
given Z, that is, clusters of nuclei in equilibrium under th
exchange of neutrons but not protons or alpha particles. T
is the so-called (n,g)2(g,n) equilibrium of the classica
r -process phase. Charged-particle strong and electrom
netic reactions have become too slow, so nuclei can o
move from oneZ to the next now by either nuclear be
decay or neutrino capture. The abundances in an (n,g)
2(g,n) equilibrium isotopic chain are simply found from
Eq. ~23! since these nuclei all belong to the same QSE c
ter:

Y~Z,A11!

Y~Z,A!
5S Yn

YQn
D S m~Z,A11!

m~Z,A! D 3/2

exp„Sn~Z,A11!/kT…,

~24!

where the neutron separation energySn(Z,A11) is given by

Sn~Z,A11!5m~Z,A!c21mnc22m~Z,A11!c2. ~25!

Equation~24! is the classic equation relating the abundan
of neighboring isotopes in (n,g)2(g,n) equilibrium @1#.

The (n,g)2(g,n) equilibrium eventually breaks down a
neutron-capture and disintegration rates become too s
Even smaller QSE clusters appear~typically as adjacent pairs
of even and oddN isotopes!, but these equilibria quickly
break and ther -process freezes out. The neutron-rich nuc
simply beta decay back to the stability line.

Figure 3 illustrates some of these ideas. Shown are
elemental abundances for several temperatures during
reference expansion. The solid curve gives the abunda
from the actual network calculations. The dashed cu
shows the NSE abundances at the same temperature, de
andYe as in the network calculation, while the dotted cur
gives the QSE abundances at the same temperature, de
es.
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Ye , andYh as in the network calculation. ByT956.03, the
nuclear populations have already fallen out of NSE beca
of the slowness of the three-body reactions assembling he
nuclei. The abundances are, however, very accurately
QSE. The QSE is maintained throughT954.93, although the
QSE and NSE are strongly diverging. ByT954.64, an abun-
dance peak atZ550 is building up, but the network abun
dances are not keeping pace because of the slowness o
nuclear reactions that carry nuclei to higher charge. The
clei have fallen out of the large QSE cluster that contain
all of the heavy nuclei. A larger number of more restrict
QSE clusters is now present, so the system has droppe
the hierarchy of statistical equilibria. ByT954.02, the abun-
dance distribution is very different from that of the sing
large QSE. Interestingly, the abundances are dominated
the single isotope94Kr with nearly 19% of the mass~the
remaining mass is in free neutrons and alpha particles!. This
isotope serves as the initial seed nucleus for neutron capt
during the subsequent ‘‘classical’’r -process phase of th
expansion. ByT952.98, some beta decays have alrea
shifted matter to higher charge, but ther -process has only
just begun. An mpeg movie of Fig. 3 is available for viewin
at the web site http://photon.phys.clemson.edu/movies.h
Other movies at that site show the development of QSE c
ters and the evolution of the abundances.

V. NUCLEOSYNTHESIS RESULTS

We ran a total of eight models. These are summarized
Table I. In all cases the initial conditions were those of t
reference calculation~model 0! as were the neutrino tem
peratures and luminosities. In all cases, atT9510 the mate-
rial begins in weak steady state, which is set primarily by
neutrino and antineutrino capture reactions. BelowT9510,
the neutrino effects varied with the model. For example,
model 1, neutrino capture on free nucleons and nuclei w
disabled belowT9510, but neutrino capture on heavy nucl
was turned back on forT9<3. For model 2, neutrino captur
on both free nucleons and heavy nuclei was disabled be
T9510, but both were turned back on forT9<3. For model
3, neutrino capture occurred on free nucleons and heavy
clei throughout the expansion.

We investigated in detail models 0 through 3 to see
effects of neutrino capture during ther -process. Figure 4
shows the final abundances versus nuclear mass numbe
each of these models. There is only a slight difference
tween models 0~no neutrino effects belowT9510! and 1
~neutrino capture on heavy nuclei belowT953!. The curves
show strongA5130 andA5195 abundance peaks, with th
latter larger in abundance. These models have experienc
robustr -process. By contrast, model 2~neutrino capture on
heavy nuclei and free nucleons belowT953! shows anA
5130 abundance peak, but neutrino captures on free nu
ons during ther -process phase has prevented the run up
A5195. Finally, model 3~neutrino capture on heavy nucle
and free nucleons on throughout the expansion! shows no
r -process. The mass is largely concentrated in three nuc
species88Sr, 89Y, and 90Zr. Neutrino capture has completel
prevented ther -process in this case.

The ‘‘success’’ of anr -process expansion in makin
heavy species depends onR, the ratio of the abundance o
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FIG. 3. The elemental abundances at six instants during the reference expansion. In each panel, the solid curve gives the abund
integration of the nuclear reaction network. The dashed curve shows the NSE abundances for the same temperature, density, andYe as in the
network calculation. The dotted curve shows the QSE abundances for the same temperature, density,Ye , and Yh as in the network
calculation. ByT956.03, the abundances have already fallen out of NSE. However, they remain in QSE down belowT955. As the QSE
distribution shifts to higher charge, the actual abundances cannot keep pace, and the system falls further in the hierarchy of
equilibria. More QSE clusters develop. The system eventually breaks down into (n,g)2(g,n) equilibrium in which nuclei are in equilibrium
only under exchange of neutrons. This is the ‘‘classical’’r -process phase of the expansion.
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free neutrons to that of the heavy seed nuclei that cap
those free neutrons during ther -process. The largerR is, the
more neutrons each nucleus will capture on average,
consequently, the heavier the final nuclei produced. Figu
showsR in models 0 through 3. In models 0, 1, and 2,R is
about 70 atT953, roughly the beginning of ther -process
re

d,
5

phase of the expansion. Since the average heavy nucleu
mass number;100 at this point, the final average heav
nucleus has a mass number;170. In the reference calcula
tion ~model 0!, R declines gradually as the temperature fal
This is due to the capture of neutrons by nuclei during
r -process. Model 1 follows suit, although the neutrino ca
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TABLE I. Parameters for our eight model calculations. For all calculations, the entropy was a constant 110k per nucleon andTne

53.5 MeV andTn̄e
54.0 MeV.

Model Lne
~ergs/s! L n̄e

~ergs/s! ne ,n̄e-capture on free nucleons ne ,n̄e-capture on nuclei Other comments

0 1051 431051 for T9>10 No Reference calculation
1 1051 431051 for T9>10 for T9>10 andT9<3 —
2 1051 431051 for T9>10 andT9<3 for T9>10 andT9<3 —
3 1051 431051 On throughout On throughout Most realistic
4 1051 431051 for T9>10 andT9<3 for T9>10 andT9<3 No 3H~a,g!7Li
5 1052 431052 for T9>10 for T9>10 andT9<7 —
6 1052 431052 for T9>10 for T9>10 andT9<5 —
7 1052 431052 for T9>10 for T9>10 andT9<3 —
f

el
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ture by heavy nuclei forT953 slightly enhances the rate o
increase of nuclear charge and thereby lowersR a little for
each temperature. In model 2, however,R plummets drasti-
cally once the neutrino captures are enabled belowT953.
The only difference between models 1 and 2 is that mod
includes neutrino capture on free nucleons which must th
fore be the cause of the large drop inR. Finally, in model 3,
R drops to zero before ther -process can even begin.

The effects of neutrino capture are also apparent in Fig
which showsYe for models 0 through 3.Ye is set early in the
2
e-

6,

expansion by the interactions of neutrinos and anti-neutri
with free neutrons and protons. The antineutrinos, wh
capture on protons to make neutrons, have a higher temp
ture and luminosity than the neutrinos, which convert ne
trons into protons. This gives rise to the low steady-st
value of Ye . For model 0,Ye stays low until ther -process
begins at aboutT953, thenYe rises due to the nuclear bet
decays that increase the nuclear charge. Model 1 shows s
lar behavior, althoughYe increases slightly faster due to th
added effect of neutrino capture on heavy nuclei. By co
i for

FIG. 4. Final mass fractions as a function of nuclear mass number for~a! model 0~the reference calculation!, ~b! model 1~neutrino and

anti-neutrino capture only on heavy nuclei forT9<3!, ~c! model 2~neutrino and antineutrino capture on free nucleons and heavy nucle
T9<3!, and~d! model 3~neutrino and antineutrino capture on free nucleons and nuclei throughout the expansion!. A robustr -process has
occurred for models 0 and 1 allowing production of theA5195 peak nuclei. In model 2, the resultingr -process is less robust—theA
5195 peak is not present. In model 3 there is no production of heavyr -process nuclei.
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trast, model 2 shows a much more rapid rise inYe below
T953. Again, this is due to neutrino capture on free ne
trons. We note that the number of free neutrons per nucl
at T953 is 0.38 while the number of neutrons locked up in
heavy nuclei is 0.34. A neutrino capture by either a bound
free neutron increasesYe by the same amount, and the num
ber of bound and free neutrons is about the same. The ra
strong difference between models 1 and 2 is due to the m
larger cross section for neutrino capture on free neutr
than on bound neutrons due to the larger number of fi
states available to the former. Neutrino capture on a f
neutron decreases the number of neutrons available fo
corporation into nuclei. For these simple reasons, neut
capture during ther -process on balance must hinder the p
duction of high-mass nuclei. Model 3 shows an even m
dramatic rise inYe . For this model,Ye quickly rises to about
0.45 and changes little for the rest of the expansion. T
drastic behavior partly reflects the classic alpha effect id
tified in @13,14#.

Neutrino capture on free neutrons does not simply hin

FIG. 5. The neutron-to-seed ratioR in models 0~solid curve!, 1
~dotted curve!, 2 ~short-dashed curve!, and 3~long-dashed curve!.
Neutrino capture on free nucleons strongly reducesR during the
expansion and thereby hampers ther -process.

FIG. 6. The electron fractionYe for models 0~solid curve!, 1
~dotted curve!, 2 ~short-dashed curve!, and 3~long-dashed curve!.
In the reference expansion~model 0!, Ye starts to grow as the
r -process phase of the nucleosynthesis begins forT9,3. It rises due
to nuclear beta decays. From model 1, it is apparent that neu
captures on heavy nuclei slightly enhanceYe during the expansion
Model 2, however, shows that neutrino capture on free neutrons~for
T9,3! has a much larger effect onYe than capture on heavy nucle
Model 3 shows that neutrino capture on free neutrons early ha
even greater influence due to the ‘‘alpha effect.’’
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the possibility of making high-mass nuclei by depleting t
supply of free neutrons. It also increasesYh , the number of
heavy nuclei. This in turn lowersR. Figure 7 showsYh in
models 0 through 3. In the reference calculation~model 0!,
Yh rises to about 0.005 atT955 and then increases slowl
from that point on. The small rise forT9'3 comes from late
assembly of heavies via thea1a1n reaction. BecauseYh
changes only slowly forT9,5, the nuclear populations ar
in a large QSE. The subsequent evolution is to break
large QSE into smaller QSE clusters and eventually (n,g)
2(g,n) equilibrium, as described in Sec. IV.

Model 1 behaves exactly the same as model 0, and th
is no perceptible difference in the number of heavy nucle
the two models. In model 2, however, the effect of neutri
capture on free neutrons dramatically increases the num
of heavy nuclei forT9,3. The exact mechanism for produc
tion of new heavy nuclei is discussed below in Sec. VI.
model 3, the number of heavy nuclei shoots up betweenT9
56 andT955 to a large value and then stays constant.

The reason for the sudden rise inYh for model 3 may be
seen in Fig. 8, which presents the mass fraction of al
particles for models 0 through 3. First we discuss the ot
models. The evolution of the alpha particle mass fracti
Xa , in models 0, 1, and 2 is nearly the same. AsT9 drops
below 10, neutrons and protons begin to assemble into a
particles.Xa peaks at 0.46 at aboutT957. The remaining
mass is in free neutrons. This correctly giv
Ye5Xa/250.23 ~cf. Fig. 6!. Xa then falls as the alphas as
semble into heavy nuclei. This assembly of heavy nuc
slows down considerably belowT954, and the alphas freez
out with a final mass fraction of about 0.07. In model 2, t
neutrino captures on free neutrons causes the alpha m
fraction at first to rise and then to fall. This is related to t
production of new heavy nuclei seen in Fig. 7. In model
however,Xa rises to a much higher value and also freez
out at a much higher level. The reason for this is the
called ‘‘alpha effect’’ @13#.

The alpha effect occurs when neutrons and protons
semble into4He in the presence of a large flux of neutrino

no

an

FIG. 7. The abundance of heavy nuclei~i.e., those nuclei with
A>12! per nucleon for models 0~solid curve!, 1 ~dotted curve!, 2
~short-dashed curve!, and 3~long-dashed curve!. Neutrino capture
on free nucleons enhances production of heavy seed nuclei.
strongly reduces the neutron-to-seed ratioR and limits the
r -process. Notice the rise inYh in the reference calculation~model
0! for T9<2. This results from the late assembly of alpha partic
into heavy nuclei via thea1a1n→9Be followed by9Be(a,n)12C
reaction sequence.
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The interaction of neutrinos with neutrons and antineutrin
with protons sets up a steady-state ratio of the abundanc
free neutrons to protonsYn /Yp . In the present models w
have initially Yn /Yp53.3. At high temperature, only fre
nucleons are present, soYn /Yp53.3 corresponds toYe
50.23. However, as protons lock up into4He, which is
largely inert to the neutrino interactions,Yn /Yp rises rapidly.
Neutrino captures on free neutrons will tend to resetYn /Yp
back to 3.3, in accordance with the neutrino temperatu
The newly created protons, however, do not remain free
rather gather into new alpha particles, again upsetting
Yn /Yp ratio. This then establishes a runaway that causes
dramatic rise inXa andYe . Ye would rise to 0.5 were it not
for the fact that heavy nuclei form and soak up free neutro
thereby limiting the alpha effect runaway. In any event,
alpha effect causes a rapid depletion of free neutrons
kills the possibility of anr -process.

The average chargêZ& and mass number̂A& of heavy
nuclei in each of the four models are shown in Fig. 9. T
initial build up of heavy nuclei betweenT957 andT955 is
apparent, as is the subsequentr -process for models 0 and 1
There is no discernible difference between the final aver
charge and mass in these two models although neutrino
tures do cause the nuclei to work their way up the netw
faster in model 1. Model 2 has an interesting dip in^Z& and
^A& for T9 between 3 and about 0.5. This results from t
assembly of new heavy nuclei already seen in Fig. 7. T
creates new and much lighter nuclei than were present
T9.3, thereby lowering the average charge and mass. O
as the assembly of new seed nuclei shuts off belowT952
can these quantities again rise byr -processing. The damag
has already been done, however, and the final average ch
and mass in model 2 are much less than in models 0 an
^Z& and ^A& freeze out in model 3 at aboutT955. In this

FIG. 8. The mass fraction of alpha particles in models 0~solid
curve!, 1 ~dotted curve!, 2 ~short-dashed curve!, and 3~long-dashed
curve!. In the reference calculation~model 0!, the alpha mass frac
tion grows to a value of about 0.45 (T9'7) as neutrons and proton
assemble into alpha particles and then falls again as the al
assemble into heavier nuclei. Models 1 and 2 follow suit, althou
neutrino capture on free neutrons affects the alpha mass foT9

,3 in model 2. For model 3, the alpha mass fraction grows t
value larger than 0.8. This is the ‘‘alpha effect.’’ As protons lock
into 4He nuclei, which are essentially inert to neutrino capture,
going neutrino capture on free neutrons leads to production of
protons which in turn make new alphas. This strongly enhances
resulting alpha mass, increasesYe , and reducesR, the neutron-to-
seed ratio.
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case, the alpha effect depletes the abundance of light
ticles and there is little subsequent evolution in the ab
dances.

In summary, neutrino capture during nucleosynthesis
verely hinders ther -process in the present models. When
neutrino capture effects during nucleosynthesis are inclu
~model 3!, no r -process occurs at all, even though the sa
calculation without neutrino capture~model 0! at all yields
an extremely robustr -process. The tiny helpful effects o
capture on heavy nuclei~model 1! are more than offset by
the detrimental effects of capture on free neutrons. This
true even if neutrino capture on free neutrons only occ
during ther -process phase~model 2!.

VI. ASSEMBLY OF HEAVY NUCLEI

The results in the previous section showed that neutri
capture enhanced assembly of heavy nuclei strongly
dered ther -process. In this section we study this in mo
detail. The goal is to understand exactly how the neutr
capture actually hinders ther -process.

In the alpha effect, neutrino capture drastically reduc
the abundance of free neutrons. It also increases the a
dance of alpha particles, which in turn allows assembly

as
h

a

-
w
he

FIG. 9. The average charge^Z& ~upper panel! and average mas
number̂ A& ~lower panel! of heavy nuclei in models 0~solid curve!,
1 ~dotted curve!, 2 ~short-dashed curve!, and 3~long-dashed curve!.
In models 0, 1, and 2, the seed nuclei build up to about charge
and mass 100 by the onset of ther -process atT9'3. In models 0
and 1, nuclear beta decays and neutron captures during
r -process then increase^Z& and^A&. In model 2, however, neutrino
capture on free nucleons creates new and lighter seed nuclei.
causes the average charge and mass to drop before climbing
as the assembly of new nuclei ceases. In model 3, the ave
charge and mass freeze out early because the alpha effect ha
pleted the supply of light particles.
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3706 PRC 58MEYER, McLAUGHLIN, AND FULLER
more seed nuclei. Which of the two effects, loss of neutr
or assembly of new seed nuclei, is the dominant one in l
iting the r -process?

We can understand this as follows. The rate of chang
the neutron-to-seed ratioR is

dR

dt
5

d~Yn /Yh!

dt
5

1

Yh

dYn

dt
2

Yn

Yh
2

dYh

dt
. ~26!

In order to computedYn /dt anddYh /dt, we must consider
the fate of a proton newly formed by a neutrino capture o
free neutron. Such a proton will most likely capture tw
neutrons to become a tritium nucleus. The tritium may th
capture another neutrino-capture produced proton in at1p
→n13He reaction. The3He will then quickly capture an-
other neutron to become4He. Alternatively, the tritium may
capture another tritium in the reactiont1t→2n14He. In
either case, each neutrino capture on a free neutron lea
the disappearance of two free neutrons—the neutron su
ing the neutrino capture and the neutron that accompani
into 4He. For this reason,

dYn

dt
522lYn , ~27!

wherel is the rate of neutrino capture on free neutrons.
principle we should include creation of neutrons by a
tineutrino capture on protons. However the mass fraction
protons becomes negligible as soon as alpha particles f
so we neglect this process in Eq.~27!. Furthermore, we ne
glect in Eq.~27! the loss of free neutrons due to incorpor
tion into nuclei during ther -process. This loss occurs slow
if the neutrino capture is large.

4He nuclei assembled in this way will tend to react via
three-body reactions to form new heavy nuclei. At late tim
T9,6, some alpha particles will be in existence while so
will be created after neutrino captures on neutrons. Ifn
~where on averagen&6! neutrino captures are required
produce a new heavy nucleus then,

dYh

dt
5

lYn

n
. ~28!

Substitution of Eqs.~27! and ~28! into Eq. ~26! then yields

dR

dt
522lR2

lR2

n
. ~29!

The R2 term in Eq.~29! arises from the assembly of ne
seed nuclei. It provides the dominant reduction inR through-
out most of the expansion. For example, early in the exp
sion, whenR5300, say, the assembly of new seed nuc
induced by neutrino capture causesR to decline at a rate
about 15 000 times faster than the rate of neutrino captur
free neutrons. This explains the extremely fast drop inR in
model 3 seen in Fig. 5. Only asR drops below 10 does th
simple disappearance of neutrons cause a larger drop iR.
These considerations explain why the alpha effect is so d
astating to ther -process.

Model 2 also shows a rapid drop inR and a rapid increase
in the number of heavy nuclei after neutrino capture on f
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neutrons turns on atT953. This is perhaps surprising sinc
the three-body reactions assembling heavy nuclei from al
particles are rather slow at this temperature. It indicates
another channel has opened for the assembly of seed nu

Another possible fate of a tritium nucleus formed via ne
trino capture on a free neutron is to capture one of the ab
dant alpha particles to become7Li which can then capture
other light particles to assemble new heavy nuclei. This d
not happen immediately in model 2, however. AtT9'3, the
~g,a! reaction on7Li is rapid and keeps the net3H~a,g!7Li
rate low. This allows tritium to move into4He. As the tem-
perature drops, the disintegration of7Li slows, and tritium
increasingly captures to7Li. This leads to significant assem
bly of new heavy nuclei~Fig. 7!, which again poisons the
r -process by decreasingR.

That this is indeed the mechanism for assembly of n
heavy nuclei is apparent from Fig. 10. This figure showsYh
during models 0~solid curve!, 2 ~short-dashed curve!, and 4
~long-dashed curve!. Model 4 was identical to model 2~neu-
trino capture on free nucleons and heavy nuclei belowT9
53! except that thet14He→7Li reaction was disabled. Few
new seed nuclei assemble in model 4 because the three-
reactions are slow and the7Li channel is closed. In this case
neutrino capture on free neutrons simply leads to a subs
tial increase in the mass fraction of alpha particles, as
apparent in Fig. 11. Because the free neutrons rapidly dis
pear in model 4 belowT953, thea1a1n reaction is very
slow, and model 4 ends up with even fewer heavy nuc
than model 0. In spite of this, the neutrino capture means
r -process is less robust in model 4 than in model 0.

As a final point, the late assembly of new seed nuc
through the7Li channel will happen even if no4He nuclei
initially are present. Once neutrino capture on free neutr
turns on, the4He abundance will grow until it is sufficiently
large to allow the3H~a,g!7Li reaction to proceed rapidly
Thus, late assembly of seed nuclei will occur even in lo
entropy r -processes~for which the alpha abundance is in
tially very low! if the neutrino flux is large.

VII. NEUTRINO CAPTURE AND QSE

The alpha effect and ongoing neutrino capture on f
neutrons essentially precludes the possibility of accelera

FIG. 10. The abundance of heavy nucleiYh in models 0~solid
line!, 2 ~short-dashed curve!, and 4~long-dashed curve!. Model 4 is
identical to model 2 except that the reaction3H~a,g!7Li has been
disabled. This prevents assembly of new seed nuclei induced
neutrino capture on free neutrons. When the7Li channel is open
~model 2!, Yh grows dramatically.
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the r -process via strong neutrino capture on heavy nuc
Nevertheless, it is interesting to consider what the effec
neutrino capture on heavy nuclei alone would do in an
tense neutrino flux.

One might suppose that allowing neutrino capture
heavy nuclei to occur earlier in the expansion thanT953 as
in model 1 would help ther -process. Earlier neutrino captur
would move nuclei to higher mass earlier and possibly
celerate ther -process. In fact the opposite is true and poi
out the importance of the QSE concept in consideration
neutrino capture during ther -process.

To test the effect of neutrino capture on heavy nuclei,
ran models 5, 6, and 7, which were identical to mode
except that they used a larger neutrino luminosity ofLn

51052 ergs/s for electron neutrinos andL n̄e
54

31052 ergs/s for the electron antineutrinos and that, resp
tively, they allowed neutrino capture only on heavy nuclei
begin at T957, T955, and T953. The larger luminosity
increases the neutrino capture and thereby shows the ef
more clearly.~Indeed, without the increased neutrino lum
nosities, we saw little effect even if the neutrino capture
nuclei was on throughout the expansion.! Since no heavy
nuclei exist prior toT957, model 5 is equivalent to havin
neutrino capture on heavy nuclei on throughout the exp
sion.

Figure 12 comparesYe in models 5, 6, and 7 to that in
model 0. As is evident, allowing neutrino capture to occ
earlier does causeYe to rise much earlier in the expansion.
also causesR to drop much more rapidly, as seen in Fig. 1
This does not, however, correspond to a more rob
r -process in models 5 and 6. Figure 14 shows^Z& and ^A&
for models 0, 5, 6, and 7, and it is readily apparent that e
neutrino capture on heavy nuclei alone in fact tends to hin
the r -process. This result may seem counterintuitive, so
study it in a little more detail.

As discussed in Sec. IV, the nuclei begin in NSE at h
temperature. As the temperature falls, the NSE breaks d
~at T9'6 – 7 in the present calculations!. The system de-
scends the hierarchy of statistical equilibria and goes int
QSE in which the heavy nuclei are all in equilibrium und
exchange of light particles. In the present calculations

FIG. 11. The mass fraction of4He in models 0~solid line!, 2
~short-dashed curve!, and 4~long-dashed curve!. Model 4 is identi-
cal to model 2 except that the reaction3H~a,g!7Li has been dis-
abled. This prevents assembly of new seed nuclei induced by
trino capture on free neutrons. The fate of a proton produced f
neutrino capture on a free neutron is thus to end up as a4He
nucleus, hence the rise inXa in model 4.
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a

large QSE containing the most abundant nuclei pers
down toT9'4.0 after which point an increasing number
smaller QSE clusters appears. Eventually these evolve to
(n,g)2(g,n) equilibria that represent the classicalr -process
phase of the expansion. The crucial point for neutrino c
ture is that even belowT9'5, the nuclear abundances a
interlocked. This means that any increase inYe via a neu-
trino capture can cause a readjustment of all nuclear ab
dances, not just that of the neutrino-capturing nucleus.

The QSE-nature of the abundance distributions forT9
'5 explains the larger final mass fraction of alpha partic
in models with earlier capture on heavy nuclei, as seen
Fig. 15. As the nuclei capture neutrinos, they become m
proton rich. In doing so, the average binding of protons
nuclei decreases. In the QSE, then, the abundance of
protons tends to increase. In practice, the lower proton b
ing means the average rate of proton disintegration react

u-
m

FIG. 12. Ye during the expansion for models 0~solid curve!, 5
~dotted curve!, 6 ~short-dashed curve!, and 7~long-dashed curve!.
In models 5, 6, and 7, there is only neutrino capture on heavy nu
for T9,7, T9,5, andT9,3, respectively. The earlier the neutrin
capture is allowed to occur, the earlierYe rises. This does not trans
late into an increase in the average charge and mass of the h
nuclei, however~see Fig. 14!.

FIG. 13. R during the expansion for models 0~solid curve!, 5
~dotted curve!, 6 ~short-dashed curve!, and 7~long-dashed curve!.
In models 5, 6, and 7, there is only neutrino capture on heavy nu
for T9,7, T9,5, andT9,3, respectively.R declines sharply due
to neutrino capture on heavy nuclei alone. This does not lead
more robustr -process, however. When the neutrino capture occ
during the QSE phase of the expansion, the equilibrium am
heavy nuclei allows neutrons to convert rapidly into protons wi
out increasing the average charge. This decreasesR and hinders the
r -process.
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on heavy nuclei increases somewhat. The protons, howe
are also in equilibrium with neutrons and alpha particl
therefore, an increase in the free proton abundance cause
alpha mass also to increase. The increased alpha mass
leads to further assembly of heavy nuclei via the three-b
reaction channels. This is apparent in Fig. 16.

Figure 17 shows the final abundances versus nuclear m
for models 0, 5, 6, and 7. The hindrance of ther -process in
models 5 and 6 is readily apparent. Model 7, however
little different from model 0, even though ther -process was

FIG. 14. Average chargêZ& ~top panel! and average mass num
ber ^A& ~bottom panel! of heavy nuclei during the expansion fo
models 0~solid curve!, 5 ~dotted curve!, 6 ~short-dashed curve!, and
7 ~long-dashed curve!. Stronger neutrino capture by heavy nuc
limits ther -process if the captures happen during the QSE phase
the expansion.

FIG. 15. The mass fraction of alpha particles during the exp
sion for models 0~solid curve!, 5 ~dotted curve!, 6 ~short-dashed
curve!, and 7~long-dashed curve!. In models 5, 6, and 7, there i
only neutrino capture on heavy nuclei forT9,7, T9,5, andT9

,3, respectively. Neutrino captures on heavy nuclei increasesYe .
This tends to increase the abundance of free protons in the Q
The protons capture neutrons and increase the abundance of4He.
er,
;
the
hen
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ss
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accelerated by neutrino captures on nuclei. As stated pr
ously, it is the neutron-to-seed ratioR that determines the
robustness of anr -process. Because the neutrino capture
nuclei in model 7 happens after the large QSE has bro
down into (n,g)2(g,n) equilibrium clusters, there is little
effect onR. The result is that nuclei capture almost exac
the same average number of neutrons per nucleus in mo
0 and 7. That the final abundance distributions for the
models are so similar shows that at this flux, neutrino capt
is not very significant compared to nuclear beta decay du
the r -process phase.

VIII. IMPLICATIONS

The essential conclusion of our work is that, given sta
dard neutrino physics and a realistic neutrino-driven win
strong neutrino capture hinders ther -process. This can hap
pen in several ways. The largest effects come from neut
capture on free neutrons during the stages of alpha par
and heavy nucleus formation. Furthermore, a strong neut
flux will also impede ther -process by inducing significan
neutrino capture on heavy nuclei while the material is still
QSE (T9.4). Although neutrino capture on heavy nucl
after T9,3 is not necessarily problematic, the simultaneo
capture on free neutrons is detrimental. In order to exam
the effects of charged-current neutrino interactions
r -process synthesis, it is necessary to take into account f
back between nuclear dynamics and weak interactions. A
because neutrino-capture effects at a late stage in the ex
sion imply larger effects at earlier stages in the expans
~absent neutrino flavor/type transformation effects!, neutrino
interactions must be self-consistently included everywhe

The effects we have described pose a severe challeng
the r -process in stellar explosions. Ther -process compo-
nents that produced the solar system’s supply of platin
and gold must have taken place in a sufficiently low flux
normal electron neutrinos that a strong alpha effect did
occur. We conclude that either~1! the r -process occurred in
an environment not associated with a strongne flux, or ~2! in
supernovae fluid elements are carried away extremely

of

-

E.

FIG. 16. Yh during the expansion for models 0~solid curve!, 5
~dotted curve!, 6 ~short-dashed curve!, and 7~long-dashed curve!.
In models 5, 6, and 7, there is only neutrino capture on heavy nu
for T9,7, T9,5, andT9,3, respectively. The increased produ
tion of alpha particles due to neutrino capture on heavy nuclei~see
Fig. 15! increases the production of heavy nuclei via the three-b
reaction sequencesa1a1a→12C and a1a1n→9Be followed
by 9Be1a→12C1n.
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FIG. 17. The final mass fractions vs nuclear mass number for~a! model 0,~b! model 5,~c! model 6, and~d! model 7. Neutrino capture
on heavy nuclei during the QSE phase of the expansion has hindered ther -process in models 5 and 6.
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idly to regions where thene flux is low, or ~3! some non-
standard neutrino effects are present. While we have
ployed an exponential outflow model with particular entro
and neutrino fluxes in this paper, our qualitative conclusio
regarding the effects of charged-current neutrino proce
will hold for any general outflow model.

In fact, however, any attempt to circumvent the harm
influence of the alpha effect by invoking convection~or mul-
tidimensional hydrodynamics! or general relativity will be
problematic. This stems from the fact that it is the we
interaction~changing neutrons to protons and vice versa! that
is at the heart of the troubles with ther -process conditions
Any model that uses neutrino interactions to supply the r
uisite energy to eject nucleons from deep in the gravitatio
potential well of the neutron star will necessarily also ha
the Ye of the ejecta set by the neutrino capture competit
between the processes in Eqs.~1! and ~2!. This is because a
nucleon near the surface of the neutron star has a typ
binding energy of;100 MeV, implying that it must suffer
;5 neutrino interactions to be ejected to interstellar spa
Necessarily, this also implies that the alpha effect and o
deleterious effects ofne interactions on nucleosynthesis ca
operate. If one wants the material to be ejected on suc
short time scale thatne capture cannot ruinr -process nucleo-
synthesis, then one would be forced to find an energy so
for the ejection process that would not be based on neut
heating. In turn, this may be difficult to engineer becau
almost all of the energy available to the supernova reside
-
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the neutrino seas. In this case one would have to utilize,
example, rotational energy in the core, as in a Lebla
Wilson jet @24#. This would mean giving up on the neutrino
driven wind model predictions ofr -process yields per super
nova which naturally agree with observationally-inferr
galactic heavy element chemical evolution constraints~e.g.,
@3,4#!.

Neutrino-driven wind models including general relativi
tic effects have been investigated as a method for increa
the neutron-to-seed ratio and facilitating ther -process@9,10#.
These models have the effect of decreasing the time s
and increasing the entropy. An alpha effect will also occur
these models. The degree to which it impacts the nucleos
thesis products needs to be investigated. However, such
eral relativistic extensions of neutrino driven wind mode
suffer from additional problems such as a requirement
fine tuning of mass ejection rates and differential neutr
gravitational redshift.

An alternative idea is that nonstandard neutrino phys
may allow r -processing even in a high neutrino flux. F
example, if most electron neutrinos were converted to ot
neutrino species~either active or sterile! by matter-enhanced
processes in the region above the neutron star sur
@25,26#, the initial neutron richness would be quite large b
cause a large flux of antineutrinos would drive protons in
neutrons. Additionally, a reducedne flux would preclude re-
ducing this large neutron excess by driving the neutrons b
into protons. Furthermore, no alpha effect would occur wh
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nucleosynthesis begins. Many scenarios of this type exist
merit investigation, although we again caution one must
clude all neutrino effects and must properly take the nuc
dynamics into account.

The strong sensitivity ofr -process yields to the neutrin
flux present interesting implications for the extinctr -process
radioactivities. Chief among these isotopes are129I and
182Hf, with half-lifes of 16 Myr and 9 Myr, respectively
Meteoritical evidence indicates that these isotopes were a
in the early solar system, an observation that apparently c
strains galactic nucleosynthesis over the last several mil
years prior to collapse of the solar nebula. The curious as
of these isotopes is that the inferred live182Hf abundance in
the early solar system roughly agrees with expectations f
continuous galactic nucleosynthesis while the inferred129I
abundance fails to reach the same expectations by abo
factor of 100. An obvious explanation is that there are d
ferent kinds of supernovae which occur with different fr
quencies@27,28#.

In any case, perhaps the clues about ther -process synthe
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le-
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s
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sis rates in the galaxy provided by considering129I and 182Hf
could give us insights into how nature manages to circu
vent the alpha effect. It could be that the supernova eve
that are responsible for the production of129I represent only
a ‘‘partial’’ r -process where vigorous neutron capture to
beyond mass 130 is hindered by the alpha effect. Likew
the 182Hf production events have somehow managed to co
pletely disable the alpha effect.

In summary, strong neutrino capture during expansions
neutron-rich matter greatly hinders production ofr -process
isotopes. It will be fascinating to see how this dramatic co
clusion will lead to new insights into supernova dynamic
neutrino physics, and ther -process of nucleosynthesis.
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